
Writing Learning Plans  

By Curriculum Area 
 

Learning plans must be written for each of the following curriculum areas: 

1. Art  
2. Music  
3. Language and Literacy  
4. Social Studies/Anti-bias  
5. Science and Nature 
6. Cooking 
7. Math 
8. Physical/Motor 

 

PRIMARY LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

Each learning plan must have the primary focus on the curriculum area chosen, even though the 
objectives will be written for each domain (physical-motor, social, emotional, 
cognitive/language, creative). 

The Primary Learning Outcome must relate to the curriculum area. 

e.g. Art 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will use their own creativity and sense of design as 
they combine color and paint strokes on large easel papers. 
 
e.g. Music 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will utilize rhythm and pitch with a variety of musical 
instruments as they sing a familiar song. 
 
e.g. Language and Literacy 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will develop their memory and sequencing skills as 
they listen to the flannel story “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” 
 
e.g. Social Studies 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will recognize that families come in many different 
combinations by creating their own collage of family photographs. 
 
e.g. Science and Nature 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will predict, observe and record by putting objects in 
water and sorting them into sink and float categories. 
 



 
 
e.g. Cooking 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will prepare a healthy snack by cutting and combining 
a combination of fresh fruits to make a fruit salad. 
 
 
e.g. Math 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will develop their matching skills by sorting a variety 
of socks into pairs. 
 
e.g. Physical Motor 
Primary Learning Outcome:  Children will extend their coordination and control by throwing 
colored bean bags into color coded buckets.  
 
 

OBJECTIVES:  
 
Once the primary learning outcomes have been identified, it is now important to think of how the 
outcome will be achieved.  Objectives are more clearly defined purposes of the activity divided 
under the five domains of development:  physical-motor, social, emotional, cognitive/language 
and creative.   
 
You must think about why you are doing this activity and what you want the child to gain under 
each domain.  Objectives should relate to the curriculum area in at least one of the domains.   
 
Here are some examples of appropriate objectives under the domain that most clearly relates to 
the curriculum area. 

 
e.g. Art 
Creative Development: 

1) Most of the children will use their own sense of design as they use brushes and tempera 
to create their easel paintings. 

2) All of the children will apply paint to their papers until they are satisfied that they have 
completed the process. 

Emotional Development: 

1) All the children will value their completion of a failure-proof activity 
2) Most of the children will describe the satisfaction of creating a painting based on their 

own ideas and efforts. 

 
 
 



e.g. Music 
Physical-motor Development: 

1) Most of the children will practice shaking or playing their instruments to the rhythm of 
the song being sung. 

2) Most of the children will coordinate their voices and their rhythm instruments as they 
sing a familiar song.  

 
 
e.g. Language and Literacy 
Cognitive/Language Development: 

1) Some of the children will name the sequence of foods that the caterpillar eats as the story 
progresses. 

2) Most of the children will recall some of the foods the caterpillar ate before it turned into a 
butterfly. 

 
e.g. Social Studies/Anti-bias 
Social Development: 

1) Most of the children describe the members of their family in their photographs to each 
other. 

2) Some of the children will compare their family structures with their peers. 

 

e.g. Science and Nature 
Cognitive/Language: 

1) Most of the children will predict which of the items will sink and which will float. 
2) All of the children will examine which of the objects sink and which of the objects float. 
3) Some of the children will sort the objects into two groups: those that sink and those that 

float 

 
e.g. Cooking 
Physical-Motor Development: 

1) All of the children will use their senses to touch, smell and taste the fruits in the salad. 
2) Most of the children will practice their small motor skills as they use a knife to cut the 

fruits into smaller pieces. 
 

 
 
 



e.g. Math 
Cognitive/Language Development: 

1) All of the children will use their thinking and reasoning skills to match the socks into 
pairs. 

2) Some of the children will count the individual socks as well as the pairs of socks 
3) A few of the children will demonstrate the relationship between the number of socks and 

the number of pairs. 

 
 
 
 
e.g. Physical-Motor 
Physical Motor Development: 

1) All of the children will practice their eye hand coordination by aiming at the bucket and 
tossing their bean bags into it. 

2) Some of the children will control their large muscles by adjusting their force depending 
upon the placement of the bucket. 
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